
Some key historic developments in 
supernova research 1925-1987



Knut Lundmark 1925: There is
something very bright out there

Fesen 2015



Baade & Zwicky 1934: a rabbit 
out of a hat?

Ironically, all the SNe Baade and Zwicky had observed were 
Type Ia.



Lundmark 1939



Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin 1940
First model spectra



Model for SN IC 4182 (SN 1937C)



Gamow 1941:
Neutrinos play a crucial role in late stellar evolution



Fred Hoyle 1946 (and 1954)
First idea that stars make

the elements



1950s: Hoyle, Cameron, G. Burbidge, M. Burbidge, Fowler
 lay the foundation for stellar nucleosynthesis
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Cameron 1959 : Revives Zwickys idea from 25 years 
earlier. Solves problem that

Oppenheimer/Volkoffs M_NS_max < M_WD_max 
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Hoyle &  Fowler 1960 get the story (almost) spot in

Explicit link to white dwarfs for Type I SNe:
Finzi & Wolf 1967 (instab. in single WD) 

Whelan & Iben 1973 : Binary Roche lobe overflow 
Webbink 1984 : WD mergers 



Colgate & White 1966:
Are SNe powered by grav. energy mediated by neutrinos?



We set out to model the explosion of a supernova. Fowler and Hoyle developed their model 
without benefit of computer calculations. Their arguments were based upon sound physical 
principles and calculations up to the point where the iron atoms split into heliums. But they 
relied on some plausible guesses, after the collapse began, because the details of the collapse are 
far too complex to calculate without the aid of computers.

We were surprised when the results of our computer calculations did not follow the script 
written by Fowler and Hoyle. Following the break up of the iron atoms into helium, the core 
continued to collapse. The pressure in the helium never became large enough to stop the 
collapse. Furthermore, when we simulated the thermonuclear explosion of the oxygen 
envelope, the explosion was directed primarily inward; that is, it was an implosion not an 
explosion.

The collapse would not be stopped until the core, now made of neutrons, reached nuclear 
densities, about 1015 g/cc. It had collapsed from an earth sized chunk of iron to a ball of 
neutrons, a mere 10 km. in diameter. All of this occurred in a few tenths of a second. An 
exciting prediction came from all this: The combining of an electron and a proton to form a 
neutron is accompanied by the emission of a neutrino. Therefore, the dramatic collapse and 
transformation of the iron core into a highly-condensed neutron core releases about 1057 (a 
billion trillion trillion trillion trillion) neutrinos. We predicted that supernovae would be 
accompanied by an enormous release of neutrinos into space. Our computer calculations also 
predicted that some of the neutrinos in the core would be deposited in the envelope and that 
they played an important role in the explosion of the stellar envelope

A later account by Richard White



1967 : Jocelyn Bell discovers pulsars:
Link between CCSNe and neutron stars beyond

any doubt



Colgate & McKee 1969:
Unravels the physics behind Type I LCs: 56Ni decay

Idea by James Truran



Grassberg, Immshennik, Nadyozhin 1971:
Unravels the physics behind Type II She

(first paper in series by Imshennik & Nadyozhin 1965)
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Axelrod 1980: Foundation for emission line modelling:
and definite identification if Ia See with WDs



David Branch 1980s: start do develop models
for photospheric spectra
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SN 1987A: Confirmation of neutrino fluxes and the 
revelation that SNe have strong multi-D effects

McCray 1993



No-one believes an hypothesis 
except the originator, but everyone 
believes an experiment except the 

experimentor.

1) Lets put forth plenty of ideas (as 
long as they fit with available data 

and known physical law). 
2) Lets not believe every numeric 
calculation or reduced dataset we 

see.

A final philosophical word

William Beveridge 1950 



January 2018 : Another important moment
in supernova research history

1. What are the explosion mechanisms of SNe?
2. What nucleosynthesis do SNe produce?
3. What do current models for light curves and spectra 

of SNe tell us?
4. What new observational data are needed to make 

the next breakthroughs?



Explosions of Massive Stars: Mechanisms and 
Simulations

70s/80s 1990s 2000s 2010s

Prompt mechanism

𝛎-opacities incl. 
neutral currents (e.g. 
Tubes & Schramm)

Delayed 𝛎-driven 
explosions 

(Bethe & Wilson)

Methods for 𝛎-
transport

2D: Importance of 
Convection + some 3D

1D Multi-Group 
Boltzmann Transport

2D Hydro + Multi-
Group Transport

3D Hydro + Multi-
Group Transport

Rotation & magnetic 
fields

2D MHD+ 𝛎-
transport

3D MHD

Acoustic

Phase transition or 
other surprises?

1D

Very massive stars:  pair instability & pulsation pair instability

Collapsar scenario

Neutrino-driven



• Ways towards validating first-principle simulations 

• Which core-collapse supernovae are neutrino-driven, for which 
ones do we need some kind of magneto-rotational mechanism? 

• Hypernovae and GRBs from millisecond magnetars or 
collapsars? 

• Explosions with black hole formation (fallback, collapsar 
secnario) - rare events or relevant for black hole mass 
distribution? 

• How does nucleosynthesis constrain the supernova landscape 
(e.g. explosion above 20M⊙)? 

• Room for trans-Fe nucleosynthesis: (weak) r-process, 𝝂-p,…

Explosions of Massive Stars: Some Open Questions



• Pulsational pair-instability and pair-instability 
supernovae: How to nail them down? 

• Pathways to hypernova progenitors 

• Do electron-capture supernovae exist? 

• Pre-supernova mass ejection 

• Conclusive identification of progenitors of Ib/c-s, 
superluminous supernovae, etc.

Explosions of Massive Stars: Questions Concerning 
Progenitors and (Rare) Channels



Thermonuclear SNe: Mechanisms and Simulations

70s/80s 1990s 2000s 2010s

W7

MCh

2D models

1D delayed detonation models

Successful explosions in 3D, 
but faint —> SNe Iax

multi-D delayed detonations

observations
SN 2011fe 
SN 2014J

SN Ia 
cosmology

First SN Ia 
subtypes

Phillips 
relation super Ch

DDT, GCD, PRD, …

double detonation 
mechanism

sub-MCh

merger
assumed to collapse violent merger: 

detonation during inspire

multi-D, shock 
convergence is robust

synthetic observables



• almost all mechanisms can produce ejecta structure compatible 
with normal SNe Ia:  
• total mass ~MCh 
• 56Ni mass ~0.6 M_sun + IME and fuel layer 
• stellar amnesia 

• differences between MCh and subMCh models are at the 10% 
level, e.g. in ejecta mass, dm15, … 

• comparable to modelling uncertainties 
• nuclear burning not resolved 
• limitations on available atomic data   
• approximations in radiative transfer 

• are there characteristic predictions from different scenarios? 
• additional observables: spectropolarimetry, early/late phases

Thermonuclear SNe: main results and problems



• Normal SNe Ia: 
• one or more 

population? 
• robust signatures 

of progenitors 
and explosion 
mechanism 

• Origin of peculiar 
subtypes

Thermonuclear SNe: Some Open Questions

Taubenberger 2017



• Make other communities aware of challenges to 
long-standing assumptions: Remember how long it 
took to communicate that mergers are the most 
viable r-proess source! 

• Identify how numerical tools and observational data 
that can help unsolved questions in new contexts 

• What are the hard results, what is speculative 
interpretation?

Some Encouragement


